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DISCLAIMER 

The information contained in this report is NOT intended for speculation on any financial market referred to within this report. Armstrong 

Economics, Ltd. makes no such warrantee regarding its opinions or forecasts in reference to the markets or economies discussed in this report. 

Anyone seeking consultation on economic future trends in a personal nature must do so under written contract. 

This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy or Sell any cash or derivative (such as futures, options, swaps, etc.) financial instrument on any 

of the described underlying markets. No representation is being made that any financial result will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar 

to those discussed. The past performance of any trading system or methodology discussed here is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

Futures, Options, and Currencies trading all have large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. You must be aware of the risks and be 

willing to accept them in order to invest in these complex markets. Don’t trade with money you can’t afford to lose and NEVER trade anything 

blindly. You must strive to understand the markets and to act upon your conviction when well researched.  

Indeed, events can materialize rapidly and thus past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future 

results particularly when you understand we are going through an economic evolution process and that includes the rise and fall of various 

governments globally on an economic basis. 

CFTC Rule 4.41 – Any simulated or hypothetical performance results have certain inherent limitations. While prices may appear within a given 

trading range, there is no guarantee that there will be enough liquidity (volume) to ensure that such trades could be actually executed. 

Hypothetical results thus can differ greatly from actual performance records, and do not represent actual trading since such trades have not 

actually been executed, these results may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of 

liquidity. Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight 

and back testing. Such representations in theory could be altered by Acts of God or Sovereign Debt Defaults. 

 It should not be assumed that the methods, techniques, or indicators presented in this publication will be profitable or that they will not result 

in losses since this cannot be a full representation of all considerations and the evolution of economic and market development. Past results of 

any individual or trading strategy published are not indicative of future returns since all things cannot be considered for discussion purposes. In 

addition, the indicators, strategies, columns, articles and discussions (collectively, the “Information”) are provided for informational and 

educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or a solicitation for money to manage since money management 

is not conducted. Therefore, by no means is this publication to be construed as a solicitation of any order to buy or sell. Accordingly, you should 

not rely solely on the Information in making any investment. Rather, you should use the Information only as a starting point for doing additional 

independent research in order to allow you to form your own opinion regarding investments. You should always check with your licensed 

financial advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any such investment. 

Copyright 2017 Armstrong Economics, Ltd. and Martin A. Armstrong All Rights Reserved. Protected by copyright laws of the United States and 

international treaties. 

This report may NOT be forwarded to any other party and remains the exclusive property of Armstrong Economics, Ltd. And Martin 

Armstrong is merely leased to the recipient for educational purposes. 
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The 2017 Year-End  

Report 

 

Shaping the Future of 2018 
By Martin Armstrong 

s we approach the end of a very eventful year, the markets are 
attempting to defy the traditional analysis that dominates the talking 
heads on TV. All of the analysts who missed the biggest run-up in the stock 

market may have egg on their faces, but they keep talking as if they never 
missed a beat. This has been the most hated bull market in history. The entire bull 
market of the Roaring ‘20s was 97 months. We reached that 
in April of 2017 and kept going with the majority still bearish. 

Central banks and investment banks have joined the crowd, 
warning that the stock market should crash any second now. 
Some of the biggest names have been bearish from Soros on. 
They are only matched by the gold analysts who have sworn 
on every breath that hyperinflation would appear and 
destroy the dollar. Nonetheless, the markets are loudly 
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speaking to us, but most can’t hear them as they are preoccupied with 
fundamental theories that are almost 100 years old. 

If we close our eyes and ears and sit quietly, listening to the markets, the future 
is right there before our eyes. We have all been subjected to endless rantings of 
how the stock market will crash. Others swear gold will rise and destroy the dollar. 
Then there are those who could not 
wait for gold to rally and the stock 
market to crash so they could run 
head-first into Bitcoin.  

All the forecasts since 2009 have 
been relentless and basically have 
claimed that they would unfold 
eventually if you just held your 
breath long enough. Why has most 
of the analysis been wrong? It is 
rather simple. Many missed the crash 
in 2007, 2000, 1998, 1987, and so on. So now they are smart. They just keep 
forecasting a crash, and like a broken clock they will be right at least twice a 
day. 

The primary reason most analysts have been wrong is due to their domestic focus 
that is trapped in a time warp of 20th century ideas. They cannot comprehend 
that the market is not driven by domestic fundamentals or interest rates set by 
the Federal Reserve. There were some famous names who once said to ignore 
the fundamentals and just watch the Fed. These old school theories that 
dominate the investment, political, and banking cultures have infected just 

about everyone. They tend to 
ignore what is happening 
externally to every nation and do 
not comprehend the significance 
of capital flows. 

If it were not for World War I and II, 
the United States would still be a 
third world country producing 
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primarily farming products. In 1900, 40% of the civil workforce were simply farmers. 

 

Failure to comprehend the global connectivity of the world economy keeps the 
bulk of analysis domestic-oriented and blind to reality. Yet, there is something 
even deeper. Domestic analysis is the life-blood of everything. Politicians cannot 
run with promises to alter the global economy by passing laws in other countries. 
All they can do is pass domestic laws in an 
attempt to change world trade, but that is the 
extent of it. 

The primary focus is always altering the tax base. 
Domestic policies rely almost entirely upon class 
warfare. They are continually promising reform by 
taxing the rich, yet it never seems to reduce the 
taxes of the middle class. Everyone cheers and 
yells, “Go get ’em!” but nothing ever improves. 
When they did improve under the Kennedy and 
Reagan tax cuts, the politicians ignored the 
results and called it “trickle down economics.” 
They can’t win without a domestic economic 
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focus. So why should economic theories change to the new global economy of 
the 21st century? Oh my God! How would politicians run for office? What would 
they promise? War? 

 

The Trump Tax Reform, although domestic oriented, has for the first time begun 
to show that this is a serious international issue. Others are pressuring their 
governments to follow suit because they will lose their competitive advantage 
against America. Domestically, some CEOs are complaining that their taxes will 
rise because they will lose the deduction for state income taxes. Yet, this one 
change will compel people for the first time to take action against local 
corruption in their own states.  

Competition will unfold domestically among the states as we have witnessed 
internationally. Corporations will shift their headquarters to states that do not 
have income taxes or where income taxes are more reasonable. States such as 
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and California (just to mention a few) will 
be faced with a massive exodus. Under the Trump Tax Reform, states will have 
to be competitive or risk losing jobs and revenue. 

The limitation of a $10,000 deduction for property taxes will also put pressure on 
states for the very first time. If all the taxed states collect is a deductible from the 
Feds, then it is akin to a state welfare system as those with the highest taxes are 
subsidized by the lowered taxed states.  

Normally, in the real world, the more people use a product, the cheaper it 
becomes. Governments defy normal economics and the highest taxed areas 
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are always the most densely populated states like New York, New Jersey, and 
California. As the chart above reflects, everything is by no means fair and equal. 
Many states have just taken advantage of the deductions. The poorer states 
have been subsidizing the wealthier states like New York and California. This has 
been a very strange arrangement to say the least. 

 

Then we have the complete misconception by analysts of how economies and 
markets function. Karl Marx and John Maynard Keynes believed that they could 
eliminate the boom-bust cycle. This has led many to run into the open arms of 
Marxists who declare that capitalism is the source of all evil and the only solution 
is to hand the government absolute control. 

Booms and busts have been taking place since ancient times. This assumption 
that governments can prevent them has never been proven even once. Bitcoin 
alone proves that the nature of humanity is to speculate. This is no different from 
the dot.com bubble. Consequently, the number one human trait is that whatever 
has been in motion is expected to unfold perpetually. People will rush in to buy 
anything if the majority are doing so. 

Consequently, most analysts today have only seen the boom-bust cycle that I 
call the Phase Transition. This occurs when a market explodes in a bubble type 
rally and crashes thereafter, often falling back to the point from which the rally 
began. This has been the case for real estate bubbles, the 17th century Tulip 
Bubble, the 1989 Japanese Bubble, and so on. They are unfamiliar with game-
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changing events that alter the foundation of 
the economy itself. For such events I have 
coined the term “Plateau Move” for this is 
when a market advances to a new trading 
level and does NOT crash back to the point 
of origin. These Plateau Moves unfold during 
private waves and are rare events that go 
totally unnoticed. They are typically detected 
by extremely long historic databases, but this 
type of phenomenon has never been 
witnessed by most economists or analysts for 

that matter. They focus only on the boom-bust 
events. 

In the previously issued report, “How to Trade a 
Vertical Market,” I provided an example of the last 
Plateau Move. These events unfold through major 
shifts in the confidence of the entire monetary 
system. The Trump Tax Reform is one of those events. 
Trump understands that taxes have influenced his 
decisions in business over the course of his career. 
Politicians are on the greedy side of the table. They 
only look at their bottom-line and disregard how 
their decisions impact the economy. Trump 
understands this aspect at least, but he probably 
does not comprehend the global picture behind 
such a major change. 

The immediate system of high taxes benefits the very rich. Why? They have the 
money to lobby and get favors in return. The Democrats love to pretend they 
are for the people, but in fact, they are eager to collect donations from the rich 
and big corporations. They carve out exceptions for donors, and the threat of 
higher taxes causes the wealthy to fund the election process. 

I was skeptical whether Trump would be able to instigate term limits. The 
backdoor way to do so is through this tax reform process. If you lower the taxes 
and eliminate the deductions, the politicians will receive less donations to keep 
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certain people in office and granting favors will come to an end. The lobbying 
will tend to focus more on regulation than creating carveouts for tax exceptions. 

Then we have the endless parade of people who support socialist causes 
without comprehending that they are the very people despised in the process. 
Perhaps they feel guilty about making money, but not guilty enough to give it 
all away. 

 

Bankers and billionaires contributed millions to Hillary 
Clinton, assuming she would maintain the status-quo. 
Hillary has always been for sale to the highest bidder. In 
such cases, they are driven by self-interest. Yet, the 
majority of people continually believe what they want to believe. The average 
person claiming Hillary stood for them ignored the fact that the very bankers 
they hated and blamed for the economic catastrophes donated to Hillary and 

not Trump. How can one pretend that 
Hillary stands for them when she is the very 
person supported by the elite, mainstream 
media, bankers, and even the elite 
Republicans who also wanted to keep the 
corruption in play? Obviously, the delusion 
that moves crowds is never subjected to 
rational reason. 

Then we have the Clinton Foundation. Hillary said she would not close it down if 
she won. It was simply a conduit of corruption. Saudi Arabia was surely donating 
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to support women and gay rights championed by Hillary. Everyone stopped 
supporting the foundation as soon as Hillary lost. Nobody in the mainstream press 
bothered to investigate. Why? It was a charity, of course, and not a backdoor to 
the White House! Why should analysis be international when it’s always about 
domestic politics?  
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The Year from Political Hell 

Extends into 2018 
 

 

 

s the end of 2016 arrived, we pushed ahead into 2017 — the year from 
Brexit succeeded in Britain and Trump was elected in the 

USA. Ideally, this political trend should have ended with the German 
election. Yet, Merkel failed to gain a majority, capturing only 32.5% of the popular 
vote, and was unable to form a majority government. This is likely to extend the 
year from  into March/April 2018. We still have the Italian election 
in 2018 with a strong rising anti-EU 
stance gaining favor. Sicily voted 
anti-EU, especially after watching 
the oppression of Catalonia in 
Spain. All this turmoil creates 
uncertainty and that is probably 
the most significant undertone of 
the public “feeling” as we head 
into 2018. 
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Brexit, the US presidential election, the Italian referendum, 
French elections, and the German election, have all 
created a high level of uncertainty as we push forward. 
The French politician, Hollande, realized he was so 
unpopular that he pulled out of all races in France. 
French President Emmanuel 
Macron won with a brand-
new party and captured the 
vote as the establishment lost. 
In Germany, the alternative 
party (AfD) won seats for the 
first time after taking the 

majority away from Merkel. Recently, we saw an anti-
EU candidate win 45% of the vote in the Corsica 
elections in December 2017. 

This political trend has displayed a clear and present danger in the underlying 
sentiment within this global “feeling” of the people. Indeed, the scent of 
revolution seems to be in the air. The shift in sentiment is necessary to undermine 

the confidence in government. Once that 
takes place, the big moves will begin. 

By any shape of the question, the year 2017 
has proven to be the year from political hell. 
We warned back in 1985 when this current 
business cycle began on our Economic 
Confidence Model (ECM) (1985.65), that the 

2016 US presidential election would be the first time in American history that a 
third party could possibly take the presidency. The turning point was pi — 31.4 
years into the 51.6-year wave. That targeted 2017.05, 
which was January when the winner of the 2016 election 
would take office. The wave that peaked in 1929 began 
in 1882.45, and 31.4 years into that cycle marked the 
beginning of Marxism — 1913.85 — the birth of income 
taxes and the Federal Reserve. 
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We originally warned back in 1985 that we were entering a Private Wave that 
began 1985.65 and would not peak until 2032.95. That Private Wave would end 
as a group of six waves, and thus would represent the equivalent of a major 
change in trend. Of course, this is looking only at the grouping of six waves of 
the 51.6-year wave. The ECM is fractal and therefore there are yet larger waves 
that reflect the fall of Rome itself. Here we are dealing with the shift in the 
financial capital of the world from the United States to China after 2032.95.  

The financial capital of the world 
has always shifted since no 
empire, nation, or city-state has 
ever survived. The proof of that 
statement is the mere fact that 
you do not speak Babylonian.  

The Sovereign Debt Crisis will 
destroy socialism and 
governments as we know it. 
Governments borrow recklessly 
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with no intent of paying anything back. 

As we enter 2018, we will begin to take notice of 
a rise in political-economic uncertainty, which will 
manifest in a trend of rising volatility. As 
confidence declines, especially in the political 
process, uncertainty will rise and economic and 
market volatility will reflect that. The Marxist left 
will blame the right and demand more power to 
suppress these evil people who cause the 
business cycle to exist. Even the entire euro is 
completely dependent upon the survival of 
Merkel. Outside of Europe, 
Merkel is the face of 
Europe. No other national 
leader is so recognized by 
the average person. Many fear that the loss of 

Merkel will be the catalyst behind the euro crumbling. 

 

Without question, as we approach the end of 2017, we must bring together the 
world in one coherent manner. Comprehending the trend is essential and the 
markets will tell us what lies ahead if we just shut up and listen to what they are 
telling us. The rise in the dollar is the underlying current, for within that trend much 
is revealed. 
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Observations 
 

he US dollar/euro is a very important market for the closing of 2017. As we 
approach the year-end closing for 2017 in the euro cash market, the major 
Yearly Bearish Reversal still remains at the 10365 level. We have closing 

resistance for 2017 at 12045, 12100, and 12160 with closing support at 11765. A 
closing for 2017 BELOW 11765 will be bearish, but as we enter 2018, this support 
will drop slight to 11640. Resistance next year will become more established at 
12375 areas and 12770. Initial resistance to pay attention to in 2018 will be 12110. 

Trading below the 119 level keeps the euro in a weak position. If we close below 
11765, this will signal that confidence in the euro is collapsing. The year-end 
signals we achieve in the euro for the closing of 2017 will be significant for the 
overall tone of what is to come and will reflect how fast things will develop. 

With the Trump Tax Reform, we will see tremendous pressure on the entire world 
to be competitive regarding taxation. A German study warns that their economy 
will be among the greatest losers in the face of the Trump Tax Reform, which 
they warn will fuel the tax competition between America and Europe. Study 
leader Christoph Spengel from the Economic Research Institute ZEW, came out 
and told Reuters, "In addition, competition between EU members for US 
investment will increase; Germany is the loser." 

T 
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German Industry is already screaming. They want the Solidarity 
Surcharge terminated. That was a surcharge tax for the unification after the fall 
of the Berlin Wall back in 1989, but it was never lifted, as is always the case. 
Without the surcharge, the German corporate rate would be 28.2%, still well 
above the EU average tax rate of 20.9%. 

To finance the reunification of Germany, the government imposed on all 
taxpayers a surcharge on their income tax withholding and corporation tax. The 
assessment basis was the income tax or corporation tax. This became known as 
the Solidarity Surcharge and is currently 5.5% of the relevant assessment basis. 
Therefore, the effective corporate tax rate in Germany has been 33.7%. Of 
course, the Solidarity Surcharge no longer is really needed to pay for the 
unification. But as always, once a tax is imposed, the government just can't let it 
go. The taxation levels in Germany were always much higher than even Britain.  

Therefore, the closing in the euro for 2017 will be an important signal as we head 
straight into 2018. Our models are reflecting a sharp rise in volatility in 2018 in 
share markets as well as the euro. The major Yearly Bearish Reversal does not 
appear to be in jeopardy at this time. However, a closing below 11765 will be a 
clear warning that the euro is vulnerable as we enter 2018. 
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A closing in the euro beneath 11765 will 
certainly warn that a dollar rally is still in the 
cards. The political risks of the coming Italian 
elections, the fear that Merkel is losing power 
in Europe, combined with the potential for 
real corporate tax reform by Trump certainly 
points to a potential dollar rally that will 
make noses bleed. 

The pound against the euro has a Major 
Yearly Bearish Reversal at 82880. A closing for 
year-

end 2017 above 88300 will warn that the 
euro can still rise against the pound 
reaching the 905-907 level. The market at 
the time of this writing is trading at the 
88180 level. 

Against the Swiss, we need a minimum 
closing for the euro at 12093 level on the 
cash. This cross is trading at the 11650 
level. The resistance during 2018 will form 
at the 12040-12075 level. 

The euro/yen cross shows a Yearly Bearish 
Reversal at 112100.  The market at the 

time of this writing was trading at 133110. To achieve a minor buy signal, the 
euro must close above 133780.  
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In the A$ IMM Futures, the Yearly Bearish lies at 7005 an we have a Bullish at 7475 
basis the futures. Nevertheless, we do have a Monthly Bearish resting at 7432. This 
suggests that the A$ is not ready to collapse just yet as it is trading at 7636 at 
the time of this writing, but stay on point here for a collapse below 7432 for the 
closing will not reflect well on Australia at this time. Resistance stands more 
definitively at 8040 followed by 8270. 

 

The C$ futures are currently trading at 78125. The main Yearly Bearish Reversal 
lies at 71350 followed by 70960. Only a year-end closing above last year’s high 
would provide even a technical pause in trend, which was 80250. 
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The British pound elected the Yearly Bearish Reversal at 140 last year. Now only 
a Yearly closing above 16740 would signal that the pound will rally against the 
dollar, which is just not in the cards. The next big turning point for the pound 
against the greenback will come in 2019. However, the next major crisis point will 
be 2021. The resistance will stand at the 14500-14600 level throughout 2018. The 
support will really rest at the 11580 level and a break of that will confirm the 
collapse of the pound. I certainly fear that this would take place if BREXIT were 
to fail. 

 

With respect to the Japanese yen, the dollar elected two Yearly Bullish Reversals 
back in 2014 and we have a very important gap now up to 14700. The yen is 
currently trading at 11255. The low appears to be firmly in place back in 2011. 
However, a closing below 11542 will warn that the dollar will be under pressure 
against the yen at first in 2018. The support lies at 105 level followed by 100-101 
level. We do have a Double Yearly Bullish Reversal for the dollar against the yen 
at 12185. 
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In last year’s Year-End Report, we highlighted Greece. We wrote, “One of the 
more interesting markets is Greece. The Greek share market has been down for 
17 years, and this should be a major low. If that proves correct, then a year-end 
or quarterly closing above 84765 may indeed confirm that Greece will separate 
from the EU and at last begin to put its people before Brussels. This market may 
be a very important indicator as to when Europe will begin to break apart.” 

Indeed, the 2016 low was established at 42082 during the week of February 8, 
2016. The Greek share market rallied for 75 weeks, reaching 85979, and about 
doubled in value by the week of July 17, 2017. Many have written in saying thank 
you for the forecast. We have only elected one Monthly Bullish Reversal so far. 
We did not achieve that Quarterly target of 84765 for the closing of 2016 settling 
at 64364 instead. Now the resistance will stand at 85800 during 2018 and support 
at 52500. Therefore, we are still waiting for that level to be exceeded on a 
Quarterly closing basis to provide that signal that Greece will separate from the 
EU. 

As we enter 2018, this is going to be a very interesting and volatile new year. We 
will put out the report for what to expect in 2018 shortly after the closing of 2017. 
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Table for the Closing of 2017 
 

he follow table provides a review of markets globally for the closing of 2017. 
The “Previous Closing” is that of 2016, and the “LAST” print is as of 
December 15, 2017. The table provides the general tone of that market, 

which can change depending on where we finish for 2017. 

Next, we provide the main overhead resistance. Some markets are very close to 
these numbers while others are well below those points. 

This is followed by the “Support,” which provides the main support level in this 
market on a yearly basis. Again, we are close to some points and far away on 
others. The “BUY” is the Bullish Reversal for year-end 2017. A last trade 
price above this value at the end of the year would suggest a Buy Signal. A last 
trade price below this value at the end of the year would suggest a Sell Signal. 

 

 

 

T 
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Description 2016 Close Last Trade Market Resistance Support BUY SELL High/Low

IMM Australian Dollar 7202 7647 Neutral 7818 7449 9302 5725 11005/4774

IMM British Pound 12358 13321 Neutral 15009 12034 19183 15009 21138/12034

IMM Canadian Dollar 74415 77635 Neutral 80250 71350 84270 66400 110430/6170

IMM Japanese Yen 85970 88800 Neutral 98250 87100 116950 66100 132650/4920

Swiss Franc Futures 9866 10095 Neutral 10607 10069 10225 6268 14167/4779

IMM Mexican Peso 4836 10095 Bullish 32562 9220 108283 5840 108283/4651

EURO Futures 105740 117580 Bullish 135185 116305 125210 10465 145570/8245

IMM Euro Futures 105740 117580 Bullish 135185 116305 125210 10465 145570/8245

Russian Ruble Futures 16260 17000 Neutral 17000 11635 45250 3500 161450/2720

Brazil Real Futures 3021 3019 Neutral 3061 2380 9542 3911 10226/2345

GBP/CHF Cross Rate 125260 131960 Neutral 142040 118985 240210 20464 270000/1744

GBP/JY Cross 144141 150052 Neutral 163920 140980 216480 139670 293400/1168

Australian Dollar Spot 13873 13084 Neutral 13321 12765 17452 10646 20964/9027

British Pound Cash 12321 13323 Neutral 15018 11841 19190 15018 21151/11841

Canadian Dollar Spot 13439 12885 Neutral 14002 12461 15032 11876 16186/9060

Euro/US Adjusted Cash 10513 11751 Bullish 11764 11616 12916 10415 16036/8230

EUR/JPY Cross Rate 123000 132350 Bullish 134160 132320 130610 112010 169990/8892

Euro/Sterling Cash 85338 88200 Neutral 94150 85040 73450 64200 98020/56800

Euro/Swiss Cash 10716 11637 Bullish 11870 11200 15816 12040 18987/8517

Japanese Yen Spot 11696 11263 Neutral 11487 10186 15200 8551 20270/7560

Swiss Franc Cash 10190 9907 Neutral 9944 9444 16040 9782 20940/7185

New Zealand Dollar Cash 14423 14304 Neutral 15753 13748 18943 13141 25707/11319

Denmark Krone Spot 70698 63349 Bearish 64059 63255 72875 60458 90550/46533

Norway Krone Cash 86450 83823 Neutral 87584 8098 8098 6822 87584/4947

Swedish Kronas Spot 91141 85093 Neutral 94482 7987 7987 6785 94482/5088

Chinese Yuan Cash 69429 66087 Neutral 69630 64528 84662 37314 87409/31935

Hong Kong Dollar Spot 77542 78110 Neutral 78295 78025 77690 77535 78300/77040

Indian Rupee Spot 679238 640450 Bearish 660700 638900 660700 131800 688525/1205

Indonesian Rupiah Spot 13473 13570 Neutral 14002 12930 12378 9140 14828/8110

Malaysian Ringgit Spot 44862 40795 Neutral 45355 38442 34250 26925 48602/24180

Philippine Peso Spot 49600 50450 Bullish 55290 50049 55000 27650 56562/23400

Singapore Dollar Cash 14484 13485 Neutral 14537 13313 21140 13195 22700/11998

S. Korea Won Spot 120583 108926 Neutral 121041 11967 11445 6869 121041/6672

Taiwanese Dollar 32326 29994 Bearish 30323 29770 35550 25562 39870/24507

Thailand Baht 35827 32484 Bearish 32930 28575 35780 25610 56100/22750

Argentina Austral Spot 158800 175112 Bullish 178149 160935 129575 33700 160935/2740

Brazil Cruzado Spot 32535 32944 Neutral 34695 31020 25493 19493 42485/15275

Chile Peso Spot 66929 63600 Bearish 64259 62313 63880 38050 76170/33150

Columbia Peso Spot 300200 299799 Neutral 345255 281739 281739 65210 345255/5000

Czech Koruna Spot 257023 218565 Bearish 222610 212220 290090 206240 371410/1438

Hungary Forint Spot 294300 267350 Bearish 267940 262940 267940 217750 302230/1428

Isreali Shekel Spot 38463 35132 Bearish 36890 34007 42822 37931 49420/31330

Kuwait Dinar Spot 30578 30200 Neutral 30940 29720 29000 28940 32870/22790

Mexico Peso Cash 207291 191308 Neutral 213897 30710 26410 4800 213897/3110

Peru Inti Spot 33560 32969 Neutral 34350 3232 2500 3232 34350/2541

Polish Zloty Spot 41896 35793 Bearish 36016 30469 37051 31559 42794/20145

Russian Ruble Cash 614938 588277 Neutral 682545 79913 452500 28881 1614500/230

Saudi Arabia Riyal Spot 37518 37503 Neutral 37504 37497 37497 37489 37701/36800

Turkish Lira 35264 38636 Bullish 39826 35935 27901 14150 35935/11459
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Description 2016 Close Last Trade Market Resistance Support BUY SELL High/Low

NY Gold Gold Futures 115170 125750 Neutral 137750 113040 130910 33800 192370/2530

NY Silver Silver Futures 159890 160630 Neutral 212250 141550 261450 46400 498200/3505

NY Platinum Platinum Futures 9057 8894 Neutral 9380 8114 8380 3955 23088/3295

NYPalladium Palladium Futures 68330 102875 Bullish 102395 91200 31000 10250 109000/7750

NY Copper Copper Futures 25055 31345 Bullish 32380 27560 29940 6915 46495/5660

London Aluminum Spot 170400 205050 Bullish 211300 196800 191000 124440 416500/1019

London Spot Lead 199950 254600 Bullish 366132 246550 157800 57226 398900/3490

London Nickel Spot 9964 11522 Neutral 11730 10510 24885 9374 54200/3427

Zinc Spot 255775 320450 Bullish 427532 290700 191350 84850 460300/7227

S&P500 Cash Index 223883 267581 Bullish 265774 227753 181010 25487 227753/2026

DJ Undustrials 197626 246517 Bullish 243278 199876 154505 197174 1998763/149

DJ Utilities 65961 75338 Bullish 77948 72548 56865 23204 72548/15825

Gold/Sil Index 7886 8023 Neutral 9745 7679 14455 11275 23272/3836

NASDAQ Composite 538312 693658 Bullish 691419 551237 420976 45630 551237/2885

Oil/Gas Index 126799 127289 Neutral 130437 125396 121124 15414 173019/1177

Russel 2000 Cash 135713 153042 Bullish 155169 139271 94310 17108 139271/1184

Russel 3000 Cash 133172 158208 Bullish 157508 135441 105645 16100 135441/1357

Toronto Composite Cash 152876 160420 Bullish 170724 156851 134503 31265 156851/2737

FTSE Index Futures 70500 74270 Bullish 75890 70935 58770 17500 70935/13720

DAX Index Futures 114650 130990 Bullish 135330 114870 93010 17490 124295/1310

French CAC-40 Index 48630 53420 Bullish 55345 48650 54030 19070 69500/14280

Swiss Index Futures 81730 93030 Bullish 93730 86680 80920 17500 95580/12600

Stockholm OMX Index 151720 159435 Bullish 186081 155360 136929 28078 172002/1713

Austrian Traded Index 261843 327924 Bullish 468325 277505 408879 113317 501093/7100

Belgium BEL20 360636 399227 Bullish 443133 368154 387548 123540 475901/1038

Denmark KFX Index 88396 100516 Neutral 101909 80508 73720 10825 104492/7829

Finland HEX General 890153 942543 Bullish 132339 894584 981848 590663 1840844/319

French CAC-40 Cash 486231 534930 Bullish 599918 486429 538885 189730 694477/1425

Germany (DAX CASH) 114810 131035 Bullish 135255 114816 932505 134040 1239075/931

Greek General Index 64364 76776 Bullish 78881 65899 276257 65899 648438/4208

Ireland ISEQ Overall 651724 691276 Bullish 693595 621360 736400 361700 1036479/188036

Italy MIB 19235 22094 Bullish 23275 19500 30975 13110 50109/10876

Japan NIKKEI 1911437 2255322 Bullish 2727500 2112375 2083321 1388500 3895744/128100

So Korea Cash 26001 32623 Bullish 34300 27275 34300 23495 33959/3196

Malaysia Cash 164173 175307 Bullish 192445 167175 186760 85884 189623/16980

Netherlands Cash 48317 54867 Bullish 56400 36600 51830 36679 70318/4304

Norway OBX 61775 72200 Bullish 94995 62700 68745 48200 76950/8585

Philippines Cash 684064 833704 Bullish 858200 741350 859001 584275 860515/43953

Singapore Cash 288076 341694 Bullish 355000 274000 347500 295300 390616/80027

Spain IBEX 35 93521 101504 Neutral 112500 89675 151860 75050 160404/28336

Sweden OMX Cash 151720 159435 Bullish 174297 149850 172602 136925 172002/12595

Swiss Market Index 821987 938302 Bullish 953535 787000 922000 785000 954810/1279

Taiwan Cash 925350 1053801 Bullish 1117300 977101 1064000 823000 1249534/9397

Thailand Cash 154294 171499 Bullish 199800 162042 176400 152500 178916/20459

UK FTSE 100 FTSE 714280 744810 Bullish 833713 709000 68760 60725 75990/172


